
EXTRAORDINARY VANITIES



CUSTOM 
    VANITIES
MunnWorks is pleased to offer our unique capability in the 
manufacturing, both in our facilities in Mount Vernon, NY and in 
China, of extraordinary vanities. Elevate your bathroom design utilizing 
high-end bathroom vanities that incorporates your innovative vision. 

We use traditional craftsmanship, advanced techniques, and 
exceptional materials to ensure extraordinary quality, on time delivery, 
and within budget. We offer endless finishes, natural and engineered 
stone tops, the finest hardwoods, and the highest grade stainless 
steel. MunnWorks provides clients the freedom to design custom 
vanities with the assurance of expert manufacturing that meets every 
projects requirements. 

We welcome the opportunity to partner with you and create a unique 
product. Contact our team at john@munnworks.com for a quote. 

914.665.6100
john@munnworks.com
www.munnworks.com
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EXPERT 
MANUFACTURING

EXTRAORDINARY  
VANITIES

Our vanities are customizable and manufactured in our Mount Vernon 
facility using time-honored furniture making techniques. We utilize only 
sustainable materials to ensure a neutral impact on the environment. 

MunnWorks offers the finest stone counter tops with custom finishes to 
match every project specification. Our vanities utilize surface resistant 
materials to deflect stains, mildew, and discoloration. 

We offer endless finishes coated in protective 
polyurethane to deter against dents, scratches, 
and moisture. 

CUSTOM 
FINISHES

QUALITY 
CRAFTSMANSHIP

1. Built-in supports and corner brackets reinforce vanity interior 
allowing for equal distribution of the weight of countertops. 

2. Interior drawers finished in water-resistant finishes for worry free 
storage and easy cleaning.

3. Expert manufacturing utilizes hallmark construction methods like 
the classic English dovetail joinery. 

4. Optional add-ons available such as water-resistant stone 
backsplashes and  wall-mounted or free-standing bases. 

5. 10 year warranty on all custom finishes.
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Modern wall-mounted vanity with free-standing towel cady. Wall-mounted hardwood vanity with built-in shelf and integrated lights.
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Customizable back-lit mirror featuring three frosted strips.

Wall mounted hardwood vanity with double 
drawers and bult-in towel storage featuring 
MunnWorks’ Theta III back-lit.

COMBINE OUR VANITIES WITH OUR 
EXTRAORDINARY BACK-LIT MIRRORS
Our back-lit electrified mirrors are customizable, UL approved, and can be coupled with our 
renowned frame options. Our back-lit mirrors are the most technically and environmentally 
advanced. Our signature LEDs boast a 50,000 hour life, are energy efficient, and adust to 
any design. 
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Free-standing vanity with a storage cabinet under the sink. 
Custom lacquer finishes are available.

Residential style vanity in custom finish.
Features polished, water-resistent hardwood top.
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Hardwood wall mounted vanity with sleek front panels coupled with a 
customized framed back-lit mirror. 

Modern wall mounted elongated vanity 
with four drawers and white stone top.
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Wall-mounted vanity featuring
custom stone top.

Modern wall-mounted vanity with built-in 
drawers at top and bottom featuring a custom 

framed mirror finished in 22k gold leaf.
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